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sustainability is absolutely the greatest challenge of our time. 

everyday our headlines are dominated by stories about climate 

change, systematic ecosystem degradation, and social injustice. 

The difference now is that Canadians are starting to understand the 

magnitude of these problems and more than ever before, want to 

make a difference – in their personal lives, in their work and in their 

communities.  We at The natural step are proud to be a Canadian 

non-profit that provides training and coaching to communities, 

businesses and nGos on how to take action on our 

most serious environmental and social challenges. We 

help them see the opportunities. We help them take action.  

We help them collaborate.

Though it has been 10 years since our founding meeting in 

orangeville ontario, we still think of ourselves as a young, 

emerging nGo. We are extremely grateful for all the support 

we’ve received from foundations, corporations and individuals 

who have helped us to get started and to build our capacity. over 

the past four years we have quadrupled in size and have built a 

solid team of competent and experienced sustainability advisors 

and associates who provide education and training, coaching and 

advice to municipalities, businesses and nGos.

We have also been developing and refining our early adopter model 

of community engagement for sustainability. We have developed 

a practical process for how to create an integrated community 

sustainability plan and we have developed an award-winning 

elearning course on sustainability. our tools and guides are 

designed to help organizations get started on their sustainability 

journey, wherever they are.

We have had the wonderful opportunity to work with individuals 

and organizations that are bold enough to embrace the 

sustainability challenge and do something about it.  Communities 

such as Whistler, the District of north Vancouver, Canmore, 

Madison, Halifax, and Wolfville, institutions such as santropol 

Roulant, the Cooperative Housing federation of Canada, and 

the alberta Urban Municipal association, businesses such as 

Whistler blackcomb Mountain Resorts, bell aliant and The 

Co-operators. each and every one of them is committed to 

transforming their organizations and communities, moving step 

by step toward a sustainable future. We’re proud to learn from 

them and support them on their journey.

sincerely,

Kelly Hawke baxter   Michael Wiggin

executive Director    Chair of the board

Message from  
the Chair and 
executive Director
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VIS ION 
sUsTaInable HUMan soCIeTY

MISSION 
To DeVeloP a GenUIne CoMMITMenT To, 
anD CoMPeTenCe In, sUsTaInable DeVeloPMenT 
THRoUGHoUT soCIeTY, UsInG THe naTURal sTeP 
fRaMeWoRK as a sYsTeMs aPPRoaCH 
foR DIaloGUe anD DeCIsIon MaKInG. a                    

CATALYST 
To bRInG aboUT sYsTeM-WIDe 
CHanGe ToWaRD sUsTaInabIlITY.  
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The natural step 

The natural step Canada is a national non-profit organization 

that provides training, coaching and advice to communities and 

businesses on how to integrate economic, environmental and 

social priorities in their decision-making and planning. We help 

them see the opportunities. We help them take action. and we 

help them plan for long-term change.  

We offer a clear, compelling science-based understanding 

of sustainability and a practical strategic planning framework 

to help organizations make the choices that will move them  

toward sustainability.

our role is to act as trainers and coaches, to help our partners 

build their capacity to move toward sustainability on their own. 

We help create alignment among teams, departments and 

stakeholders through the development of a common language 

and shared vision of success for sustainability. We also act as 

a hub for a growing network of sustainability leaders who are 

sharing and learning from each other.  

our programs and services include:

• sustainability training for businesses, community groups, 

councillors, and management teams

• Integrated sustainability community planning 

• Community-wide and regional capacity-building and 

engagement programs

founded in 1989 in sweden by Dr. Karl-Henrik Robèrt, the 

organization now has offices in 11 countries. The natural 

step framework is being used internationally by hundreds  

of organizations, including fortune 500 companies,  

government departments, universities, municipalities,  

and small- and medium-sized businesses in their respective 

journeys to sustainability.  
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The natural step focuses its efforts on working with committed leaders to create positive and lasting change in their 

organizations. Using The natural step framework to define sustainability and plan for long-term change, we help inspire 

and create role models in communities and businesses across Canada. In 2005 and 2006 we worked with dozens of 

organizations across Canada delivering presentations and workshops and helping organizations take action on their most 

pressing environmental and social challenges.

Here are some of the groups that we presented to and worked with in 2005 and 2006:

City of Port alberni, bC

City of Dawson Creek, bC

The District of north Vancouver, bC

Town of Cochrane, ab

City of airdrie, ab

strathcona County, ab

City of Calgary, ab

City of edmonton , ab

saskatoon Roadmap 2020, sK

District of Muskoka, on

Halifax Regional Municipality, ns

Carling Township, on

atlantic Regional Mayors Conference

City of Charlottetown, PeI

aUMa President’s summit

association of Yukon Communities

federation of Canadian Municipalities 
sustainable Communities Conference

Canadian Institute of Planners

natural Resources Canada

Industry Canada

agriculture Canada

Public Works Canada

Department of national Defense 
enviro fair

Community foundations of Canada

The Conference board of Canada

McGill University’s business 
Conference on sustainability

net Impact Montreal

The Millennium scholarship foundation’s 
Think again Conference

University of Toronto natural 
City Conference

Working Together to Make a Difference 
– CsR forum for Cooperatives

alberta Recreation for life foundation

The Co-operators annual General Meeting

The Tremblant forum on sustainability

Canador College

Red River College

All things are possible  
once enough human beings  
realize that everything  
is at stake.

NormaN CousiNs 
Political journalist, author, professor,  
and world peace advocate, 1915-1990

building a sustainable 
Human society– 
one Project at a Time

on the following pages are  
a few of the projects we are most proud  
to have been involved in for 2005 and 2006.
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building 
sustainable

Communities 
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an “early adopter” is an organization in the community that 

models leadership in trying something new (sustainability) and 

then engages the broader community.

Early 
adoptEr

What does it take to build a healthy, vibrant, and truly 
sustainable community? That’s the question the Town 
of Canmore, along with seven local businesses and 
organizations, has explored has explored since the fall of 
2004, under the banner of a program called The Natural Step 
to a Sustainable Canmore. Canmore is an idyllic mountain 
town situated in the bow Valley in southern alberta, with a 
permanent population of 11,500 and an additional seasonal 
population of 4,800.

Through The Natural Step to a Sustainable Canmore, we 
engaged a group of “early adopters” who each committed to: 

• learn what sustainability is and why it is needed; 

•  evaluate their own organization’s 
sustainability performance; 

•  Develop a sustainability vision for 
their organization; 

•  Create an action plan that would move them 
toward that vision; and 

•  Work together to share their knowledge with 
the rest of the community. 

The program ended with a Community sustainability forum 
in the fall of 2005 for 1,000 bow Valley residents. It featured 
keynote speeches by Dr. Karl-Henrik Robèrt and Dr. David 
suzuki, and early adopters shared their own sustainability 
success stories with the broader Canmore community. 

as a legacy of the program, The bow Valley sustainability 
Hub was established in 2006 to support a culture of 
sustainability in Canmore and the greater bow Valley. 
The bow Valley sustainability Hub is now a thriving 
regional source of information and a natural focal point 
for sustainability initiatives in Canmore, giving seminars to 
various groups such as small businesses, real estate agents 
and home-owners.

To learn more about the sustainability Hub and to read the 
case studies of all the early adopter organizations, please 
visit www.biosphereinstitute.org.

The natural step  
to a sustainable Canmore

One of the benefits of  
The Natural Step Framework  
is that it forces people to look  

at their organizations  
in new ways, which opens  

the possibilities of new questions 
and new answers.

GiNi DouGlas, Polar PiN 
Canmore early adopter organization
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Canmore’s successes include: 

•  Mayor and Councillors signed a public  
sustainability Declaration

• Town created environmental coordinator position

•  Town has implemented a cross-departmental 
sustainability planning process

•  all capital investments screened against  
sustainability principles

•  all development and subdivision proposals are screened 
against a sustainability matrix

• new green procurement policy

• new green build policy for commercial and residential 

• new construction and demolition waste diversion policy

• Zero waste program for all municipal events

•  bow Valley sustainability Hub working directly with 
schools, households and small businesses

• a new way of thinking

Participating “early adopter” organizations

• Town of Canmore

• Rocky Mountain flatbread Company

• Canmore Public library

• Polar Pin

• bow Valley Waste Management Commission (bVWMC)

• Canmore Radisson Hotel and Conference Centre

• Canmore seniors association

• Three sisters Mountain Village

Canmore Mayor and Council 
 proudly adopt The natural step principles  

in front of new leeD silver Civic Centre

Canmore residents take a dip at Quarry lake
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The Resort Municipality of Whistler (RMoW) was the first 
community in north america to adopt The natural step 
framework. Whistler, with its stunning natural beauty and 
tremendous growth challenges, has spent the last decade 
understanding what sustainability means in their specific 
context. The result is nothing short of award-winning and 
inspiring. Through a mixture of leadership, commitment and 
competence, Whistler has emerged with an internationally 
award winning comprehensive community sustainability 
plan, extensive early successes and an unwavering 
community-created vision and commitment.

We first worked with Whistler back in 2000 to bring 
together “early adopters” in the community to build 
capacity to integrate sustainability principles into their own 
organizations, to support the municipality in its efforts to 
create a sustainability plan, and to engage the broader 
community in Whistler’s commitment to sustainability.

following the “early adopter’s” program, Whistler went on 
to develop Whistler2020. Whistler2020 is the vision and 
strategic plan for Whistler’s continued success to the year 
2020, and an ambitious step on the community’s journey to 
sustainability. It is a long-term community-wide plan that is 
guided by local values and the natural step’s sustainability 
principles. It is a product of the creativity and commitment 
of 16 community taskforces, over 20 partners and over 75 
implementing organizations. It has won numerous awards, 
including the fCM’s sustainable Community award, and 
the United nation’s sponsored liveable Communities gold 
medal for ‘planning for the future’.

Whistler’s commitment to sustainability has also been 
a cornerstone of its planning for the 2010 olympics and 
Paralympics. To read more about Whistler, Whistler2020 
and their actions toward sustainability, visit their website at 
www.whistler2020.ca.

Whistler Continues to show 
leadership in sustainability

Whistler Task force on affordable Housing reviews brainstormed actions for the following year.
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Whistler Task force on affordable Housing reviews brainstormed actions for the following year.

Planning should not be totally 
centralized but be a balance 

between various components of 
the community and embrace all 
aspects of a liveable community. 

The judges are agreed that one 
community displayed that it has 

achieved this balance and has 
embraced all the aspects of interest 
to the judges. This community has 

been successful in the excellent 
organization of comprehensive 

sustainable plan and partnership 
agreement strategies. This 

community is Whistler, Canada.

liveable CommuNities JuDGes
quoted in the news release

• a new municipal policy that concentrates new 
developments to increase density and reduces 
the distance that residents will need to commute

•  Powering all municipal diesel vehicles with bio-diesel 
blended fuels (resulting in a 17% reduction in GHG 
emissions in the summer and 4% in the winter)

•  Installation of geothermal heat exchange system for 
heating and cooling at a community fire hall and a 
housing project

•  landfill methane capture that resulted in lowering 
emissions by 5%

•  Piloting of solar powered garbage compactors in 
Whistler village (expected to reduce pickup and transfer 
frequencies by more than 500%)

•  Creation and maintenance of the protected 
areas network

•  a sustainable procurement guide for both big and small 
municipal purchases 

• a new way of thinking 

Whistler2020 is more than just an award winning plan. It is 
a compass that sets the direction for the entire community. 
Here are some of the concrete outcomes that have resulted 
from having a strong community vision:
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[Sustainability] is not like an 
add-on, it’s not anything special, 
it’s just the way we do business.

mayor Dave CieslewiCz 
City of Madison

The natural step
Takes Root in Wisconsin

Based on fundamental scientific 
principles The Natural Step is a 
framework that helps us think about 
the environmental, economic and 
social impacts of City programs 
projects and facilities.

aNDrew statz
Madison Mayor’s office 

The state of Wisconsin has a well-deserved reputation for 
environmental leadership. Recently, Wisconsin communities 
have shown tremendous initiative in understanding the scope 
of the sustainability challenge that we face today, educating 
themselves and then mobilizing citizens and politicians 
to do something about it.  over the last three years, 12 
municipalities in Wisconsin have adopted The natural step 
sustainability principles in order to help them shape and 
implement their sustainable community development goals 
and objectives, including the City of Madison.

In 2006, a cross-departmental team of 25 City of Madison 
managers participated in a Tns Canada-led sustainability 
training program. These managers are now acting as 
the champions in their various departments to ingrain 
sustainability into decision-making throughout the City’s 
operations. The City of Madison started by identifying 10 
projects where the Tns framework would be immediately 
applied.  for example, the City is prioritizing retrofits in its 
biggest energy wasting buildings, creating a fuel-efficiency 
policy for city-owned vehicles and installing wind and solar 
energy capture units on city buildings.

another innovative City project is closing the loop on 
waste: collecting kitchen grease that might otherwise 
clog Madison pipes and sewers (or be stored as waste) 
and using it in the form of biofuel to run city machinery. 
The City has contracted with a locally owned and operated 
biofuel cooperative to convert a City sewer utility vehicle 
so that it can utilize locally-collected restaurant waste 
grease. as a result, the City has the opportunity to reduce 
their maintenance costs and reduce their Co2 emissions 
by switching to a renewable source of fuel.

The natural step workshops were organized and 
facilitated by local nGo groups, sustain Dane and 
1,000 friends of Wisconsin, which continue to assist 
the City with implementation of the Tns framework.  
for more information visit the sustain Dane website  
www.sustaindane.org and 1,000 friends of Wisconsin 
website at www.1kfriends.org/eco-Municipalities.htm

Residents take advantage of large network  
of bike trails in and around Madison.
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Creating 
Tools for
Change 



The first time I heard about a 
comprehensive, systems approach to 
sustainability planning, a light bulb 

went on. I came back and started 
talking about it. We all needed to 

be going in the same direction, we 
needed something concrete.

liNDa bruCe 
Mayor, City of airdrie, ab

Smart plans are about the process 
and a measure of a smart plan is 
once completed, you should be able 
to throw it away because everyone 
knows where they are going and 
what they need to do.

JohN Purkis
senior sustainability advisor with The natural step

Communities are on the front-line of the sustainability 
challenge. It’s where the impacts of poor air and water 
quality, climate change and diminishing natural resources 
are felt. It’s where quality of life and health improves or 
declines. It’s where social fabric, art and culture are created 
and nurtured. How do communities plan for a sustainable 
future in a way that integrates environmental, social, 
economic and cultural priorities?

one way that they are moving forward is through the 
development of integrated community sustainability plans 
(ICsPs). ICsPs emerged as a concept in 2005 when the 
federal government created a funding program called the 
Gas Tax agreement, in support of community infrastructure 
investment and long-term sustainability planning.

ICsPs, or municipal sustainability plans, are roadmaps 
for engaging community stakeholders and citizens in co-
creating a vision of a sustainable future and linking that to 
realistic planning and collaborative action today.

The alberta Urban Municipalities association (aUMa) 
has shown tremendous leadership in helping albertan 
communities build their capacity to develop strong 
sustainability plans. In 2005 they asked The natural step 
to help them develop a municipal sustainability planning 
guidebook for albertan communities. The aUMa is now 
piloting the guidebook with five albertan communities, 
and supporting them in the development of their municipal 
sustainability plans. To download a copy of the planning 
guidebook, visit http://msp.munilink.net.

Guidebook Helping 
Communities to Plan 
for long-Term Change

June 2006

Alberta Urban Municipalities Association

Comprehensive Guide
forMunicipal

Sustainability
Planning
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learning about sustainability – step by natural step

In 2005, The natural step launched Sustainability: Step by 
Natural Step – an online course that provides practical, hands 
on sustainability education to a broad base of corporate, 
government, and community organizations that are serious 
about moving toward more sustainable operations. It helps 
learners access, understand and apply sustainability 
concepts in an engaging way at their own pace.

Sustainability: Step by Natural Step, which won a prestigious 
excellence in elearning award in 2006, is in use by over 1,500 
learners in 20 organizations. Sustainability: Step by Natural 
Step provides learners with examples of sustainability in 
action, allowing them to apply these concepts to their own 
sustainability challenges.

sustainability: step by natural step is being used:

•  in communities and companies for broad-based 
employee sustainability training

• in universities for sustainability courses

•  by individuals who want to deepen their 
sustainability knowledge

at The natural step, we blend elearning with in-person 
workshops to quickly bring groups up to speed on the basics 
of sustainability so that we can make our in-person time as 
interactive as possible. our use of elearning has decreased 
our need to travel while increasing national access to high 
quality education materials. The course was developed in 
partnership with TM newMedia and Jacques leCavalier 
and associates.

To learn more, visit our website at 
www.naturalstep.ca/elearning



The Natural Step eLearning 
course makes learning about our 
future engaging and interesting. 
The real world case studies and 
video presentations take you to 
classrooms, literally all over the 

world. In taking this course, you 
hear experts outline practical ‘real 

world’ solutions and ideas that 
can help us all collectively secure 

a common and sustainable future. 
It makes learning about a serious 

topic fun.

alDermaN bob hawkesworth
Ward 4 The City of Calgary
President, alberta Urban Municipalities association

elearning launch Partners

• biosphere Institute of the bow Valley

• CH2MHill

•  Halifax Regional Municipality

• Jacques Whitford ltd.

• Resort Municipality of Whistler

• Town of Wolfville

• Whistler blackcomb Mountain Resorts ltd. 

Helping organizations with sustainable Procurement 
every day, staff in municipalities make thousands of 
decisions about which products and services to buy, 
and who to buy them from. They purchase a wide range 
of products, from vehicles and fuels, to construction 
and road-building materials, to daily office supplies 
and cleaning materials. Municipalities can drive change 
through sustainable procurement practices. sustainable 
procurement means buying products that improve social 
well-being and environmental quality, while ensuring 
financial and performance factors are met.

In 2006 we helped the Resort Municipality of Whistler 
develop sustainable procurement guidelines to help 
staff align purchasing decisions with their sustainability 
commitments in Whistler 2020. Whistler’s guidelines can 
be downloaded from their website www.whistler2020.ca or 
ours www.naturalstep.ca.

We also developed develop sustainable procurement 
guidelines for Halifax Regional Municipality. The Halifax 
Procurement guidelines can be downloaded from our 
website at www.naturalstep.ca. 
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PPUURRCCHHAASSIINNGG GGUUIIDDEEFAQS & GENERAL GUIDELINES

SSEECCTTIIOONN 11::
FFrreeqquueennttllyy AAsskkeedd QQuueessttiioonnssThe Resort Municipality of Whistler (RMOW) has committed to 

becoming a more sustainable resort community and recognizes that 
its purchasing decisions provide significant opportunities to move in 
this direction. In order to aid in this process, the RMOW has 
integrated sustainable purchasing goals into the Municipal 
Purchasing Policy and has developed a number of resource tools to 
enable their purchasers make better purchasing choices. This 
section includes an overview of sustainable purchasing in the form of 
FAQs, as well as instructions for using these Guidelines. 

Sustainable Purchasing Overview 
1. What is sustainable purchasing? 

The RMOW makes thousands of decisions about which products 
and services to buy, and who to buy them from. It purchases a wide 
range of products, from vehicles and fuels, to construction and road-
building materials, to daily office supplies and cleaning materials. 
Purchasers generally consider cost and quality as primary factors 
when making their purchasing decisions. Sometimes environmental 
and social factors are included in purchasing decisions – such as the 
RMOW’s decision to buy chlorine-free copy paper with high post-
consumer recycled content and high efficiency municipal vehicles. Sustainable purchasing is about including social, 

environmental, financial and performance factors in a systematic way. It involves thinking about the reasons for using the product (the 
service) and assessing how these services could be best met. If a 
product is needed, sustainable purchasing involves considering how 
products are made, what they are made of, where they come from, 
how they will be used, and how they will eventually be disposed of. It 
requires strategic decisions to move from products that are currently 
unsustainable, to products and services that increasingly move us 
toward or sustainability commitments.  
2. Why is sustainable purchasing important for the RMOW? Sustainable purchasing is important for everybody – through better 

purchasing choices, the RMOW can continue to reduce its negative 
impacts on environmental and social systems – both locally and 
globally. For example, purchasing water-based paint has less 
environmental impact than petroleum-based pain and is healthier for 
people who live or work in the painted area. In addition, sustainable 
purchasing helps to influence the market, encouraging businesses to 
offer more innovative and responsible options at lower prices. 
Finally, done well it can help to support local economic development, 
and promote healthier communities. 

3. Why do we need a formal sustainable purchasing policy and guidelines? The purchasing policy helps to make sustainable purchasing the 
norm rather than the exception across the entire organization. The 
guidelines also provide tools and resources to help individuals in the 
municipality evaluate and execute sustainable purchasing decisions. 4. What is the TNS framework?  

The Natural Step (TNS) framework is designed as a scientifically 
valid, widely applicable framework to guide strategic planning and 
decision making toward sustainability. It can be applied at multiple 
scales: community, business, household or individual. At the heart of 
the framework are basic conditions for sustainability (four TNS 
sustainability principles) and a formalized process (back-casting from 
principles) for achieving sustainability. Please refer to 
www.whistler2020.ca  for more information on Whistler is applying 
the TNS framework.

5. Why is the RMOW using the TNS framework to make purchasing decisions? The TNS framework allows users to understand, identify and 
prioritize purchasing options strategically. Using the framework is 
much like learning how to play the game of chess. Once you know 
the rules of the game (i.e. sustainability principles and strategic 
questions) and the ultimate outcome that you want to achieve 
(sustainability) it becomes apparent that like chess, there are many 
ways to achieve the desired outcomes. With practice and 
experience, purchasers constantly improve at ‘playing the game’ of 
sustainable purchasing – enabling each to be creative in the 
process, coordinating their individual on-the-ground knowledge and 
experience through the TNS approach.  
6. What are our Sustainability Principles and Sustainability Objectives? The RMOW has adopted the TNS sustainability principles as our 

definition of sustainability. The TNS sustainability principles are:  In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing…
concentrations of substances from the Earth’s crust (e.g. fossil fuels)

concentrations of substances produced by society (e.g. POPs, VOCs etc…)

degradation of nature by physical means (e.g. over-harvesting)
and in that society people are not subject to conditions that systematically… 

undermine their ability to meet their needs 
(e.g. unhealthy work environments).
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Introduction
This section provides information on currently available tire options that can help to move our community toward our sustainability objectives.  

Living within the boundaries of our sustainability objectives requires us to apply two main strategies:  
Dematerialization (using less stuff)Substitution (using different stuff).

Dematerializing requires that we reduce the amount of materials used as much as possible; and that we continually move towards the use of 100% recycled content 
Substituting requires that we find less harmful materials to replace those that currently damage nature or are not recyclable 

Finally, remember that this is an evolving document – it will change with new information as our understanding of sustainability impacts and potential solutions improves.
If you are aware of additional and/or more current information related to this assessment, please contact Central Services.

TTiirreess
Current Options MOVING TOWARD SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT
Updated October 31st, 2006 

Where possible, CHOOSE products that employ a combination of the characteristics listed in the left-

hand column, and AVOID products that demonstrate the characteristics in the right-hand column 

Option: Reduce the Need for Tires Strategy:  Dematerialization (SO 1,2,3,4)Tires are required because vehicles are used for transportation. Reducing the number of vehicles in a 

fleet or managing the fleet to reduce vehicle use reduces the wear and replacement rate of components 

such as tires, thus reducing all of the associated sustainability impacts. Option: Use Eco-Logo Certified Products Strategy:  Substitution (SO 1,2,3,4)Eco-Logo certified tires have been assessed and certified to be less harmful to nature and 

human-health than alternatives. 
Option: Retread Tires Strategy:  Dematerializations – less waste (SO 1,2)When vehicle tires have become worn, many can be refurbished with new tread. The process of 

‘retreading’ bonds new treads to the tire body, similar to the manufacture of a new tire. Tire casings can 

be retread up to five times. In most situations, retread tires can be used under the same conditions as 

new tires without loss in safety, comfort or speed. They meet the same quality standards as new tires 

and have manufacturer warranties. In fact, retread tires have been safely used on school buses, trucks, 

cars, fire engines, and other emergency vehicles for years. Retreading tires uses less energy than 

manufacturing them from virgin material and helps conserve the petroleum and metals used for raw 

materials, thus moving us toward SO 1. These tires also help divert thousands of scrap tires from 

disposal each year, moving us toward all four SOs.  Option: Low Resistance TiresStrategy:  Dematerializations – less waste (SO 1,2)

Eco-Logo (Environmental Choice-certified) tires are built to have lower resistance while moving across a paved surface, which can result in 

fuel savings of 5-7%. Increased fuel savings from energy efficient tires reduce the demand for non-renewable resources (SO 1) as well as 

smog forming emissions (SO 2) and greenhouse gases (SO 1).  Option: Use Long Life And Wear Performance Tires
Strategy:  Dematerializations – less waste (SO 1,2)Some tires are designed to minimize wear and therefore to last longer. This lessens the frequency with which new tires must be purchased, 

thereby reducing the amount of petroleum, energy (SO 1) and other raw materials (SO 2) that must be used, as well as the amount of water 

used in tire manufacturing (SO 3). 

Choose  Avoidreduce need for tires 
eco-logo certified products Use retread tires 

Low resistance 
high resistance 

Long life and wear performance 
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santropol Roulant is an innovative community organization 
that offers an inter-generational meals-on-wheels program. 
santropol delivers healthy and nutritious and often locally 
sourced, organic meals to clients, many of whom are 
seniors. founded in 1995 by young people in Montréal, 
Québec, the organization now employs 12 staff, coordinates 
dozens of volunteers and is the largest independent meals-
on-wheels program in Montreal. santropol Roulant asked 
The natural step to help them develop a common language 
around sustainability and to articulate their long-term 
sustainability vision both internally and externally to the 
community at large.

Training and planning workshops were held in 2006 with 
a core team of staff and volunteers. This spawned the 
eco-Challenge/ Éco-Défi that outlines strategic actions for 
santropol Roulant in eight areas for 2007 and identifies 
several indicators to better document the organization’s 
progress. This program was unique for The natural step and 
will leave the legacy of a sustainability analysis Guidebook 
for not-for-profits to be available in 2007.

To learn more, visit santropol Roulant’s website at 
www.santropolroulant.org

Creating Resources for non-Profit organizations– 
santropol Roulant takes the eco-Challenge

santropol Roulant volunteers plan, cook and deliver 90 meals per day, five days a week in Montréal, Québec.



nurturing a 
Growing 
network
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Partnering with nGos 

our goal is to partner with local non-profit and citizen 

groups wherever possible in our community projects to help 

build capacity for long-term change. We also collaborate 

with other non-profits and sustainability experts whose 

expertise complements our work.

Here are some of the groups we have collaborated with 

over the past two years: the biosphere Institute of the bow 

Valley, Canmore economic Development authority, the 

Whistler2020 team, the Whistler Housing authority, the 

Centre for Rural sustainability, the Pembina Institute, the 

Canada Green building Council, Terra Choice, GPI atlantic, 

the David suzuki foundation, the federation of Canadian 

Municipalities, the alberta Urban Municipal association, the 

association of Yukon Communities, smart Growth Canada, 

the Deep Water Regional Development Corp., the Centre 

for Research in Youth, science, Training and learning 

(CRYsTal), the Community foundations of Canada, the 

ottawa Community foundation, the International Centre for 

sustainable Cities, and Community experience Initiatives.

Sustainability cannot be achieved by any one organization on its own. real change 

requires unprecedented collaboration within sectors and between sectors. We 

are pleased to be working with a growing network of partners in communities, 

other NGos and institutions around the world to achieve a shared vision of more 

sustainable communities.

building an associates network 

In 2006 we selected a group of sustainability experts to 

help us develop regional capacity in Canada to deliver 

natural step presentations and workshops in a pilot 

associates network. This group brings a wide range of 

skills and experience to the Tns team. a Tns associate 

is an independent facilitator, trainer or consultant who is 

familiar with The natural step framework and is qualified 

to provide training, coaching and consulting services on The 

natural step framework.

andrée Mathieu Montréal QC

bart Robinson Canmore ab

Charles Holmes Vancouver bC

Chris lindburg Vancouver bC

Dan Wilson Whistler bC

esther speck Whistler bC

Heather Trueman saskatoon sK

Jacques leCavalier Kelowna bC

laura MacKay Vancouver bC

Mary beckie edmonton ab

Rodney McDonald Winnipeg Mb

shannon Gordon Whistler bC

suzanne fielden Vancouver bC

our associates are:



our International Connections

The natural step Canada is part of an international 
network with offices in australia, brazil, france, Italy, 
Japan, new Zealand, south africa, sweden, the United 
Kingdom and the United states. Worldwide, Tns has a large 
professional team working with hundreds of corporations, 
municipalities, academic institutions and non-profit 
organizations to help them achieve their sustainability goals 
(www.thenaturalstep.org). our international headquarters have 
partnered with blekinge Institute of Technology (bTH) and 
lund University to develop a research program that connects 
the scientific theory of strategic sustainable development with 
practical methods and on-the-ground applications.

We also collaborate with the swedish eco-municipality 
network, representing over 60 swedish municipalities 
(www.sekom.nu), and the north american eco-municipality 
network, a grassroots network of leaders in the United 
states who are using The natural step framework 
to change their communities from the bottom up  
(www.sustaindane.org/Pages/ecomunicipality.htm).

Masters in strategic leadership 
for sustainability

In 2005 the first students graduated from a new Master’s in 
strategic leadership towards sustainability (Msls) program 
in sweden based on The natural step framework. The Msls 
is a one-year program offered through the blekinge Institute 
of Technology in Karlskrona, sweden. Close to 100 students 
from 20 countries have been through the program, including 
26 Canadians. for more information or to apply, please see  
www.bth.se/msls.

20
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as we encourage other organizations to embed  
sustainability into the way they think and operate, it is 
important that we at Tns show leadership in our own 
operations. our goal is to be a sustainable non-profit –  
able to embed the same principles we encourage others to 
use.  In 2006, we took a closer look at our own sustainability 
using The natural step framework.

The first step in our process was identifying the gap 
between where we are now, and our vision of a successful, 
sustainable nGo. We started by looking at the energy  
and resources that we use, the waste we produce and 
the ways that we affect others’ abilities to meet their 
fundamental needs.

Walking the Talk

We are taking action to address our challenges by:

•  Choosing a central office location so that employees can bike or walk to work

•  Using public transportation as much as possible when biking or walking aren’t possible

•  Using teleconferencing instead of travelling to meetings whenever possible

•  offsetting our work-related travel and events through The offsetters and Zerofootprint 
(www.offsetters.ca and www.zerofootprint.net)

•  Minimizing paper use by electronic newsletter and document distribution

•  Using washable plates, cutlery and glassware for all board and staff meetings and trainings

•  banking with a co-operative financial institution that is highly committed to social and 
environmental responsibility (Citizen’s bank)

•  screening investments for environmental and social factors

•  Purchasing environmentally friendly office and cleaning supplies

•  serving local, organic food for ottawa events and board meetings

•  Purchasing fair-trade coffee and teas for staff and office guests

•  Providing free or cost-reduced presentations and workshops to groups interested in sustainability
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We know that our major challenge is to reduce our GHG 
emissions from travel and energy use in the office. We 
have begun to adapt our business practices to achieve this 
goal by developing our elearning course and creating a 
strong network of regional associates who can represent 
us locally.  We have offset our emissions for 2006 and are 
aiming to be a carbon neutral organization in 2007.  

sustainability is a daily challenge and we strive continuously 
to improve our practices. We welcome your feedback and 
suggestions. 

Co2 equivalents for Tns Travel

CO2e (tonnes)
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financial Health 

We are an entrepreneurial non-profit. our revenue 
comes from a mix of fee-for-service work, elearning 
sales, grants and donations. The years 2005 and 2006 
were a period of organizational growth for The natural 
step Canada. since 2004 we have doubled our size and 

significantly expanded the scope of our programs. The 
following is taken from the annual financial statements of 
The natural step (Canada) Inc., which have been audited 
by Watson folkins Corey llP, Chartered accountants.

*Please note that the 2006 surplus occurred because we were required to recognize the full value of a three-year donation in Year 1.

2006 2005 2004

Revenue generated through grants/donations $494,400 $135,720 $150,504

self-generated revenue $279,206 $249,443 $135,994

Total Revenue $773,606 $385,163 $286,498

Total expenses $564,250 $349,761 $276,651

surplus (deficit)* $209,356 $35,402 $9,847

Gross revenues per year



our supporters
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Thank you to our institutional donors

• alberta Real estate foundation

• anonymous

• bax Investments ltd.

• Canmore economic Development authority

• Catherine Donnelly foundation

• Community experience Initiative

• eco Canada

• federation of Canadian Municipalities

• Human Resources and social Development Canada

• J.W. McConnell family foundation

• laidlaw foundation

• naTIonal Public Relations

• salamander foundation

• The Co-operators

• The Molson family foundation

Thank you to our Volunteers and Interns

• Heather Connelly

• Ian bies

• Jacques leCavalier

• Jennifer Wu

• Julie Dubois

• Kylie adams

• lianne Cihlar

• Ravi bhaskar

• scott shannon

• sherry Kerr

Thank you to all who have 
helped us create sustainable
communities and tools for 
change in 2005 and 2006.

We are extremely grateful to the foundations, 
corporations, institutions and individuals who have 
helped us achieve our mission. You have provided 
financial contributions, in-kind services, and volunteer 
time. You have donated furniture and equipment, 
hosted meetings and workshops, and provided advice. 
Thank you.

Thank you to our individual donors

• andrea Usher Jones

• anita Richardson

• bruce McKean

• Catharine Matthews

• Christina Miller

• Darwin and betty Park

• Gwendolyn Hawke

• Jacques leCavalier

• Jennifer Roman

• Juan Carlos Camargo

• lee Close

• Mary McPherson

• Michael Wiggin

• Robin Morrison

• sarah and James baxter

• sarah Ivory

• scott shannon

• Wesley Gee

Thank you to all who have offered in-kind contributions

• ernst & Young

• Iridium Design

• McCarthy Tetrault

• Talus Management

• The entertainment factory

• TM new Media
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board of Directors 2005 and 2006

Kelly Hawke baxter  executive Director 

anouk bertner  Communications Manager (started in 2006)

Chad Park  senior sustainability advisor

Jennifer Gaudette  office and finance Manager

Mike Purcell  senior sustainability advisor (started in 2006)

Pong leung  senior sustainability advisor (left in 2006)

saralyn Hodgkin  elearning Manager

staff

Michael Wiggin, Chair  
2003 to present  
Manager, Municipal outreach  
natural Resources Canada

lee Close, secretary - Treasurer 
2004 to present 
Vice-President  
ernst & Young Inc.

andrew Woodall  
2005 to present  
Director, excellence award Program  
Canadian Millennium scholarship foundation 

ann Duffy  
2005 to present  
Program Director, sustainability 
VanoC - Vancouver organizing Committee for the 
2010 olympic and Paralympic Winter Games

bob Willard  
2003 to present  
author – The Sustainability Advantage

bruce McKean 
2005 to present  
Director of stewardship and sustainable Development 
The nickel Institute

Darwin Park  
2003 to 2006

Hugh o’Reilly  
2005 to 2006  
former Mayor of Whistler 

Jamie MacDonald
2003 - 2005 
PhD University of british Columbia

liz Crocker 
2006 to present 
business owner 
Woozles, P’lovers

Monica Pohlmann  
2006 to present  
Independent Consultant  
Monica K. Pohlmann & associates

Rahumathulla Marikkar  
2003 to present  
Director of Technology and environment  
InterfacefloR Commercial

steve Hounsell
1998 - 2006 
Director, Corporate environment 
ontario Power Generation

Trish bongard 
2003 - 2005 
fundraising Consultant
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The natural step relies on grants and donations to carry out its work with 
community groups across Canada. support our ability to build sustainable 
communities by helping us make presentations, deliver workshops and create 
accessible tools and materials for everyone to use. You can help us by:

1. sending us a donation: 

• Mail us a cheque made out to The natural step Canada

• Contribute online through the Canada Helps secure link on our website  
at www.naturalstep.ca

2. Volunteering to help us with projects and events

3. Donating office furniture, equipment and air miles

4. Providing in-kind services (i.e. printing, legal, communications) 

5.  Inviting us to deliver a presentation or workshop in your businees 
or community

I am only one, but still I am one. 
I cannot do everything, but still I 
can do something. I will not refuse 
to do the something that I can do.

heleN keller

The natural step Canada is a non-profit, federally registered charity.  
Canadian charitable registration (bn) 89080 3497 RR0001 • 355 Waverley st. ottawa on, K2P 0W4

Tel: 613-748-3001 • fax: 613-748-1649 • email: info@naturalstep.ca
www.naturalstep.ca

Get Involved
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